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Abstract

While humanity has endeavored to innovate tools and simple machines from an early age, it was Machine Design (MD) that
truly transformed societies during industrial revolution time. More than 250 years later, Machine Learning (ML) is similarly
having a transformative effect on our ability to understand and impact the world through advanced cognition. ML may be
relatively new, but MD is a well-established research area where designing mechanisms that carry out specific motion tasks
is an early stage design goal. Five decades of work in this area has revealed the gaps that exist at various levels of the
machine design process, starting with capturing designers’ intent to generating robust and practical mechanism design
concepts. A major problem has been to create a unified approach to type and dimensional synthesis while fulfilling
additional design constraints. In this talk, I will present some of our recent work in addressing these problems, namely 1)
creating a unified computational framework for data-driven type and dimensional synthesis of mechanisms and robots and 2)
leveraging ML for variational synthesis of mechanisms using Variational- and Conditional-Autoencoder (VAE/C-VAE) and
generative deep neural network architectures. We have shown that by effectively situating ML models between the user and
the traditional kinematic synthesis approaches, we can create a framework for the next generation of mechanism design
synthesis. In the end, I will present an application to the design of a rehabilitation device, which is helping individuals
suffering from neuromuscular disability and injuries overcome their motion-related difficulties.
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